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in the imprinted sites, whereas predominantly aragonite was
formed in solution, as expected. In some cases an occasional
needle-like crystal of aragonite could be seen, which had probably
been deposited onto the polymer particle during ®ltration and
drying (compare Fig. 4e and g). More signi®cantly, examination of
the surface of control polymer CP-2 (Fig. 4h) revealed the presence
of deposited aragonite needles as well as a few sharp-edged `solution-type' calcite crystals. A crystal-enriched fraction from PI-1,
prepared by grinding and sedimentation in chloroform, was shown
conclusively to contain calcite, both by FT-IR (Fig. 3b) and XRD
(not shown).
We attempted to produce aragonite-speci®c polymers using the
same monomer 1 and the needles shown in Fig. 4g as template. But
the results of this experiment were inconclusive, as the polymers did
not nucleate as well as those imprinted with calcite and neither FT-IR
nor powder XRD were sensitive enough to quantify the ratio of
aragonite to calcite on the polymer surface. It is not clear why the
imprinting of calcite should result in much more ef®cient nucleation than the corresponding aragonite imprints. However, as the
arrangement of ions on the crystal planes of each polymorph are
different, it is reasonable to expect that a functionality which is
suitable for creating complementary surfaces in one case may not
necessarily be useful for another type of crystal. We note that the use
of acrylic and methacrylic acids in place of the monomer 1 resulted
in imprinted polymers with inferior nucleating abilities. The reason
for this is not clear, but may be due to the presence of the ¯exible
spacer which separates the acid head group from the polymerizable
double bond of 1, allowing this monomer to match more easily the
spacing of ions on the crystal surface and for this ordering to be
preserved throughout the entire imprinting process. Better understanding of these processes may enable the design of devices for
generating crystals of the desired type, size or shape for applications
in materials science. In addition, the ability to generate surfaces
speci®c to crystals of an enantiomerically pure organic compoundÐto promote its crystallization from a racemic mixtureÐ
may lead to the introduction of new separation methods in the
pharmaceutical and ®ne-chemical industries.
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Fine laminar structures in the atmosphere have been described
previously1±9, but their characterization has been limited. The
modern global coverage of aircraft ¯ights offers an opportunity to
provide such a characterization, and examine the ubiquity of such
structures, in space and time. Research aircraft measuring vertical
pro®les of atmospheric chemical constituents frequently discern
quasi-horizontal atmospheric layers with mean thicknesses of the
order of 1 km and mean altitudes between 5 and 7 km (refs 10±12).
These layers can be characterized and categorized by various
combinations of ozone, water vapour, carbon monoxide and
methane deviations from background pro®les. Five commercial
aircraft have been recently equipped to measure water vapour and
ozone concentrations, and automatically collect vertical pro®le
information on landing and take-off (refs 13±15). Here we
synthesize measurements from both research and commercial
¯ights and demonstrate the ubiquity in space and time of four
layer types (as categorized by their chemical signatures). Up to
one-®fth of the lowest 12 km of the atmosphere is occupied by
such layers. We suggest that this universality re¯ects basic
characteristics of the atmosphere hitherto unexplored, with
potential implications for present understanding of a wide variety
of dynamic and chemical atmospheric processes.
Atmospheric vertical structure has traditionally been measured
with temperature and water-vapour sensors on balloon-borne
radiosondes rising at about 5 m s-1. The balloon is tracked to
provide wind data. Although data can be collected at 6-s intervals,
they are generally only reported at height intervals of 1.5±2.5 km, so
a climatology of smaller-scale atmospheric structure is not available.
Research aircraft measure many different atmospheric trace constituents while carrying out studies of ozone and other trace
constituent budgets, providing a more precise identi®cation of
atmospheric layers. In addition, ®ve Airbus A-340 aircraft in regular
commercial service now measure ozone13,14 and water vapour14,15
continuously in ¯ight, covering a substantial geographical area (the
``MOZAIC'' programme). Each time these aeroplanes take off and
land an atmospheric vertical pro®le is traced out. We have used
aircraft data from MOZAIC and three NASA missions: Paci®c
Exploratory Mission-West A (PEMA), in the western Paci®c,
September±October 1991; PEM-West B (PEMB), February±
March 1994; and PEM-Tropics (PEMT), in the central and South
³ Present address: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 7000 East Avenue, Livermore, California
94550, USA.
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Figure 1 Maps of regions sampled. a, MOZAIC ¯ight track and percentage of total

¯ights. Red, PEMA; green, PEMB; black, PEM tropics. Vertical pro®les were

¯ights (7,500) in indicated regions, September 1994±December 1997. Vertical

collected throughout each ¯ight.

pro®les were only collected on take-off and landing. b, PEM ¯ight tracks for 64

Paci®c, September±October 1996. Descriptions of PEMA, PEMB
and PEMT with ¯ight plans, instrument information and scienti®c
®ndings, including layer examples and statistical summaries, are
available10±12,16±18; MOZAIC and PEM coverages are shown in Fig. 1.
MOZAIC is clearly more extensive; three full years of data are used
here and the programme continues, while PEM was limited to the
six months listed above. Comparison with the MOZAIC data thus
provides a broader perspective on small-scale structure.
For each constituent pro®le, we estimated a background using a
mode-based algorithm12. We characterized layers by calculating
deviations from this background pro®le. The points with deviations
of 610 parts per billion by volume (p.p.b.v.) for O3 and 65% for
water vapour as relative humidity were de®ned as layers. Ozone was
examined ®rst, then water vapour; if both exceeded these limits, we
de®ned a layer. Layer thickness was determined by ®nding the
nearest points where the ozone deviation was below 5 p.p.b.v. in
magnitude. For the research aircraft data, CO and CH4 were also
included, with deviations of 63 p.p.b.v., to de®ne a second set of
layers for which all four criteria were exceeded12. The much larger
MOZAIC data sample permitted exploring variations in the magnitudes of the criteria for a layer from 5 p.p.b.v. to 20 p.p.b.v. for
ozone and 5% to 20% for water vapour. To identify the layers,
NATURE | VOL 398 | 25 MARCH 1999 | www.nature.com

deviations from background are henceforth indicated by plus and
minus signs following the chemical symbol: O3+/H2O- labels a layer
characterized by a positive deviation from the background ozone
pro®le coupled with a negative deviation from the background
water-vapour pro®le. Results (Table 1) show increases in the
number of layers for the smaller criteria. Average thicknesses of
the layers are between 0.5 and 1.3 km and average altitudes are
between 5.5 and 6.6 km.
A preliminary interpretation of the four combinations, based on
the research aircraft data, is: O3+/H2O+, continental pollution;
O3+/H2O-, stratospheric air or pollution; O3-/H2O+, convection
from the boundary layer; and O3-/H2O-, subsiding air originally
raised in deep convection over oceans. The properties of the
different types vary with the anomaly criteria selected. The average
altitude decreases as the criterion for water-vapour anomaly
increases, while larger ozone anomalies yield higher altitudes for
O3+. Table 2a shows the universality in percentage distribution of
the four layer types between the research aircraft and MOZAIC
samples for O3 6 10 p:p:b:v: and relative humidity 65%, despite
geographical coverage and seasonal differences. The O3+/H2Olayer type is always the most abundant. For the same criteria,
Table 2b shows that the mean heights of the different layer types
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vary over a small range, while the thicknesses in PEMT are the
smallest overall, probably a result of the higher data resolution
during PEMT12. From the total layer number for each sample set in
Table 2b, their average thickness, and the vertical span sampled
(Table 2c), we calculate that about 15% of the atmosphere is
occupied by layers. For MOZAIC, this value diminishes to 7% if
the large O3 anomaly criterion (20 p.p.b.v.) is used, or to 8% if the
large H2O anomaly criterion (20%) is used. Use of four layer criteria
enables the O3+/H2O- layers to be subdivided into those with
stratospheric origins and those from pollution, as the former always
have low concentrations of CO and usually low CH4. However, the
subdivision is complicated by the fact that high stability often
accompanies stratospheric air in the troposphere and tends to
trap pollutants. The conclusion that this type of layer is always
the most abundant could only have been made with the extensive
time and space coverage of MOZAIC; it re¯ects the fact that the
transfer of stratospheric air into the troposphere is important in the
atmospheric general circulation.
Danielsen long ago stressed the laminar structure of the
atmosphere1; he was concerned with how radioactive debris injected
into the stratosphere moved back into the troposphere2. He pointed
out that atmospheric ®ne structure was omitted in normal reporting of balloon-borne radiosonde data and gave examples of how the
structure could be recovered by reprocessing. Corby3 and others4±6
also used radiosonde data to study tropospheric Fine structure,
while Sawyer7 extended the work to the lower stratosphere using a
radar-sonde theodolite. Fine structure of the 17±70 km region was
also examined by tracking rocket-launched falling spheres by radar8.
More recently, powerful clear-air radars have enabled wind and
turbulence layers to be measured throughout the atmosphere9.
Except for Danielsen the general interpretation of this work was
that the layers were evidence of gravity waves. These waves are
associated with wind velocity changes and some are thought to be
orographically forced. But in the layers revealed by trace constituent
measurements, there are often no wind velocity signatures evident11.
Furthermore, the extensive MOZAIC observations show such
structure over both land and sea, and frequently in regions where
orographic forcing is absent.
Layers identi®ed as continental pollution and marine boundary
layer convection move upwards near their source regions, whereas
stratospheric layers and clean marine air generally subside. Subsidence
is particularly effective for layers drier than the background environ-

Table 1 MOZAIC layer data
Minimum H2O deviation, 5%
Min. O3 dev.
5 p.p.b.v.

10 p.p.b.v.

15 p.p.b.v.

20 p.p.b.v.

8,658
20,771
10,634
11,284

3,341
11,288
3,751
4,000

1,676
6,703
1,411
1,457

977
4,327
672
657

475
689
515
494

679
867
779
736

927
1,135
1,113
1,072

1,083
1,358
1,313
1,353

5,952
5,543
5,753
5,855

6,321
5,735
5,872
5,994

6,472
5,888
5,830
6,100

6,653
6,042
5,657
6,093

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Number

O3+/H2O+
O3+/H2OO3-/H2O+
O3-/H2OThickness (m)
O3+/H2O+
O3+/H2OO3-/H2O+
O3-/H2OHeight (m)
O3+/H2O+
O3+/H2OO3-/H2O+
O3-/H2O-

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Minimum O3 deviation, 10 p.p.b.v.
Number

Min. H2O dev.

5%

10%

15%

20%

3,341
11,288
3,751
4,000

2,323
8,846
2,776
2,706

1,605
6,656
2,009
1,829

1,075
5,266
1,408
1,343

O3+/H2O+
O3+/H2OO3-/H2O+
O3-/H2OHeight (m)

679
867
779
736

710
907
795
743

739
940
804
755

719
969
820
751

O3+/H2O+
O3+/H2OO3-/H2O+
O3-/H2O-

6,321
5,735
5,872
5,994

6,142
5,637
5,730
5,900

5,965
5,571
5,587
5,837

5,805
5,478
5,512
5,780

O3+/H2O+
O3+/H2OO3-/H2O+
O3-/H2OThickness (m)

.............................................................................................................................................................................
These data are for August 1994±December 1997.

ment, as radiative effects give relative cooling near the layer base which
tends to move the base downwards independently of any large-scale
subsidence12. Radiative heating rate calculations for an O3-/H2O+
layer in the upper troposphere, using a standard radiative transfer
program19, give heating near the base and cooling near the top (Fig. 2)
which yields a tendency towards destabilization. Such layers would
be likely regions for the occurrence of clear air turbulence.
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Figure 2 Radiative heating rate pro®les for an O3-/H2O+ layer versus a simulated

The latter simulates a layerless situation. c, Calculated heating rate pro®les for the

background, both without clouds. The data were obtained during a MOZAIC ¯ight

measured RH (solid) and the interpolated layerless situation (dashed). d, Heating

landing in Osaka on 12 November 1996, 00:25 UT. a, Ozone pro®le. b, Measured

rate for the actual data minus the heating rate for the simulated background.

(solid line) and interpolated background (dashed) relative humidity (RH) pro®les.
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Table 2 Occurrence and characteristics of atmospheric layers
(a) Percentages of layer types for MOZAIC* and PEM
O3+/H2O+

O3+/H2O-

O3-/H2O+

O3-/H2O-

14
11
12
15

54
54
53
50

15
17
19
17

18
18
17
18

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

PEMA
PEMB
PEMT
MOZAIC

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

(b) Number, thickness and height for layer types
O3+/H2O+

O3+/H2O-

O3-/H2O+

O3-/H2O-

No.

Th.²

H.²

No.

Th.²

H.²

No.

Th.²

H.²

No.

Th.²

H.²

11
8
27
3,341

0.68
0.59
0.45
0.67

5.7
6.5
6.0
6.3

43
38
120
11,288

0.76
0.99
0.71
0.86

5.2
6.0
5.2
5.7

12
12
43
3,751

0.87
0.64
0.47
0.78

5.1
6.0
5.4
5.8

14
13
38
4,000

0.86
0.49
0.45
0.74

6.5
6.4
6.1
5.9

Avg.
thickness
(km)

Total
no. of
layers

%
occupied

0.78
0.79
0.59
0.79

80
71
228
22,380

14
14
20
17

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

PEMA
PEMB
PEMT
MOZAIC

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

(c) Percentage of atmosphere occupied by layers
Pro®les³
(km)

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

PEMA
PEMB
PEMT
MOZAIC

439
388
655
105,498

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
* From Table 1, upper section, O3 6 10 p:p:b:v:
² Thickness (Th.) and height (H.) in km.
³ Total vertical distance sampled.

The relative invariance of percentages in Table 2a may re¯ect the
overall mass balance that must occur. While the layers measured are
mostly natural, some of the layers induced by biomass burning are
from ®res set by humans. Thus some anthropogenic effect on the
buoyancy over the continents exists; this will be re¯ected elsewhere
in more subsidence.
Atmospheric layers apparently play a signi®cant role in the largescale general circulation, in addition to the stratosphere±troposphere exchange noted above. Much upward motion in the atmosphere occurs via large-scale convergence in the lower atmosphere,
followed by deep convection. This often culminates in a layer
formed as the convected air spreads laterally in the upper troposphere. Upward motion also occurs in cyclones, and is often itself a
quasi-horizontal layer-type process. Clouds are manifestations of
these upward motions. The sinking motion which must accompany
these processes is not always so evident. Dynamical and chemical
numerical models used for weather forecasting, chemical-species
time evolution and studies of climatic ¯uctuations should use a
vertical resolution that is suf®cient to de®ne layers. Such resolution
would be about 0.2 km or better, according to our observationsÐ
much higher than present-day models. The desired resolution for
chemical models, in which highly nonlinear relationships are
involved in ozone production20, may be higher21. To accompany
the enhanced resolution, the models will need to contain a new or
modi®ed formalism to include laminae.
When layers are included in atmospheric diagnostic and modelling studies, there are consequences for the mass, momentum and
energy budgets. For example, layers of stratospheric air can be
followed in the troposphere and their contribution to mass and
trace-constituent exchange between the regions estimated. Another
example is that the radiative cooling from layers rich in water
vapour in the upper troposphere is substantially different from that
of an upper troposphere with uniformly mixed water vapour
(Fig. 2). The vertical gradients of cooling tend to produce instability
which will in¯uence the vertical energy and mass transport. A
practical consequence is that clear air turbulence (CAT) could be
triggered in such regions. Studies could be made of the occurrence
of CAT near water vapour layers at high altitude such as those
observed by MOZAIC; if there turned out to be an association, the
layers could eventually be observed regularly with modi®ed satellite
limb scanning instruments. These have been used to delineate the
upper-tropospheric water-vapour ®eld and give results consistent
NATURE | VOL 398 | 25 MARCH 1999 | www.nature.com

with the large-scale atmospheric divergence ®eld22. To detect the
smaller-scale circulation features, the modi®cations would need to
improve the vertical and horizontal resolution.
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